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Abstract

Recent work has shown that neural models can
be successfully trained on multiple languages
simultaneously. We investigate whether such
models learn to share and exploit common
syntactic knowledge among the languages on
which they are trained. This extended abstract
presents our preliminary results.

1 Introduction

Recent work has shown that state-of-the-art neu-
ral models of language and translation can be suc-
cessfully trained on multiple languages simulta-
neously without changing the model architecture
(Östling and Tiedemann, 2017; Johnson et al.,
2017). In some cases this leads to improved per-
formance compared to models only trained on
a specific language, suggesting that multilingual
models learn to share useful knowledge cross-
lingually through their learned representations.
While a large body of research exists on the mul-
tilingual mind, the mechanisms explaining knowl-
edge sharing in computational multilingual mod-
els remain largely unknown: What kind of knowl-
edge is shared among languages? Do multilingual
models mostly benefit from a better modeling of
lexical entries or do they also learn to share more
abstract linguistic categories?

We focus on the case of language models (LM)
trained on two languages, one of which (L1)
is over-resourced with respect to the other (L2),
and investigate whether the syntactic knowledge
learned for L1 is transferred to L2. To this end
we use the long-distance agreement benchmark re-
cently introduced by Gulordava et al. (2018).

2 Background

The recent advances in neural networks have
opened the way to the design of architecturally

simple multilingual models for various NLP tasks,
such as language modeling or next word predic-
tion (Tsvetkov et al., 2016; Östling and Tiede-
mann, 2017; Malaviya et al., 2017; Tiedemann,
2018), translation (Dong et al., 2015; Zoph et al.,
2016; Firat et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017),
morphological reinflection (Kann et al., 2017)
and more (Bjerva, 2017). A practical benefit
of training models multilingually is to transfer
knowledge from high-resource languages to low-
resource ones and improve task performance in
the latter. Here we aim at understanding how lin-
guistic knowledge is transferred among languages,
specifically at the syntactic level, which to our
knowledge has not been studied so far.

Assessing the syntactic abilities of monolin-
gual neural LMs trained without explicit super-
vision has been the focus of several recent stud-
ies: Linzen et al. (2016) analyzed the performance
of LSTM LMs at an English subject-verb agree-
ment task, while Gulordava et al. (2018) extended
the analysis to various long-range agreement pat-
terns in different languages. The latter study found
that state-of-the-art LMs trained on a standard log-
likelihood objective capture non-trivial patterns of
syntactic agreement and can approach the perfor-
mance levels of humans, even when tested on syn-
tactically well-formed but meaningless (nonce)
sentences.

Cross-language interaction during language
production and comprehension by human subjects
has been widely studied in the fields of bilin-
gualism and second language acquisition (Keller-
man and Sharwood Smith; Odlin, 1989; Jarvis
and Pavlenko, 2008) under the terms of language
transfer or cross-linguistic influence. Numerous
studies have shown that both the lexicons and the
grammars of different languages are not stored in-
dependently but together in the mind of bilinguals
and second-language learners, leading to observ-
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able lexical and syntactic transfer effects (Koot-
stra et al., 2012). For instance, through a cross-
lingual syntactic priming experiment, Hartsuiker
et al. (2004) showed that bilinguals recently ex-
posed to a given syntactic construction (passive
voice) in their L1 tend to reuse the same construc-
tion in their L2.

While the neural networks in this study are not
designed to be plausible models of the human
mind learning and processing multiple languages,
we believe there is interesting potential at the in-
tersection of these research fields.

3 Experiment

We consider the scenario where L1 is over-
resourced compared to L2 and train our bilingual
models by joint training on a mixed L1/L2 corpus
so that supervision is provided simultaneously in
the two languages (Östling and Tiedemann, 2017;
Johnson et al., 2017). We leave the evaluation of
pre-training (or transfer learning) methods (Zoph
et al., 2016; Nguyen and Chiang, 2017) to future
work.

The monolingual LM is trained on a small L2
corpus (LML2). The bilingual LM is trained on
a shuffled mix of the same small L2 corpus and
a large L1 corpus, where L2 is oversampled to
approximately match the amount of L1 sentences
(LML1+L2). See Table 1 for the actual training
sizes. For our preliminary experiments we have
chosen French as the helper language (L1) and
Italian as the target language (L2). Since French
and Italian share many morphosyntactic patterns,
accuracy on the Italian agreement tasks is ex-
pected to benefit from adding French sentences to
the training data if syntactic transfer occurs.

Data and training details: We train our LMs
on French and Italian Wikipedia articles extracted
using the WikiExtractor tool.1 For each language,
we maintain a vocabulary of the 50k most fre-
quent tokens, and replace the remaining tokens
by <unk>. For the bilingual LM, all words are
prepended with a language tag so that vocabular-
ies are completely disjoint. Their union (100K
types) is used to train the model. This is the least
optimistic scenario for linguistic transfer but also
the most controlled one. In future experiments we
plan to study how transfer is affected by varying
degrees of vocabulary overlap.

1https://github.com/attardi/
wikiextractor

Following the setup of Gulordava et al. (2018),
we train 2-layer LSTM models with embedding
and hidden layers of 650 dimensions for 40
epochs. The trained models are evaluated on the
Italian section of the syntactic benchmark pro-
vided by Gulordava et al. (2018), which includes
various non-trivial number agreement construc-
tions.2 Note that all models are trained on a regular
corpus likelihood objective and do not receive any
specific supervision for the syntactic tasks.

4 Results and Conclusions

Table 1 shows the results of our preliminary ex-
periments. The unigram baseline simply picks,
for each sentence, the most frequent word form
between singular or plural. As an upper-bound
we report the agreement accuracy obtained by a
monolingual model trained on a large L2 corpus.

Table 1: Accuracy on the Italian agreement set by the
unigram baseline, monolingual and bilingual LMs.

AgreementIT
Model Training (#tok) Orig. Nonce

Unigram — 54.9 54.5

LSTMIT 10MIT 80.7 79.9
LSTMFR+IT 80MFR + 8×10MIT 82.4 77.5

LSTMIT (large) 80MIT 88.2 82.6

The effect of mixing the small Italian corpus
with the large French one does not appear to be
major. Agreement accuracy increases slightly in
the original sentences, where the model is free to
rely on collocational cues, but decreases slightly in
the nonce sentences, where the model must rely on
pure grammatical knowledge. Thus there is cur-
rently no evidence that syntactic transfer occurs
in our setup. A possible explanation is that the
bilingual model has to fit the knowledge from two
language systems into the same number of hidden
layer parameters and this may cancel out the ben-
efits of being exposed to a more diverse set of sen-
tences. In fact, the bilingual model achieves a con-
siderably worse perplexity than the monolingual
one (69.9 vs 55.62) on an Italian-only held-out set.
For comparison, Östling and Tiedemann (2017)
observed slightly better perplexities when mix-
ing a small number of related languages, however

2For more details on the benchmark and LM
configurations refer to https://github.com/
facebookresearch/colorlessgreenRNNs
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their setup was considerably different (character-
level LSTM with highly overlapping vocabulary).

This is work in progress. We are currently look-
ing for a bilingual LM configuration that will re-
sult in better target language perplexity and, pos-
sibly, better agreement accuracy. We also plan
to extend the evaluation to other, less related,
language pairs and different multilingual training
techniques. Finally, we plan to examine whether
lexical syntactic categories (POS) are represented
in a shared space among the two languages.
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